



How North Carolina’s controversial bathroom bill provides a
window into the complexities of public policymaking in a
federalist system
In March, the North Carolina House of Representatives passed a bill to overturn an earlier non-
discrimination ordinance in Charlotte, North Carolina, which had expanded protections for the
transgendered. Sierra Smucker writes that the situation shows the complexities of the US federal
system, which was established as a compromise between the national government and the states.
This federal system allows the states – and even cities and local constituencies – to make their own
policies, but these policies can still lead to conflict with the laws and norms of the rest of the country,
and the federal government.
Last month, President Obama assured Londoners that residents of North Carolina are hospitable people despite the
fact that laws in the state are discriminatory toward gay and transgender people. The President’s comments were
prompted by the passage of HB2 by the North Carolina state legislature which invalidated an existing provision
approved in the city of Charlotte, NC. This provision expanded a non-discrimination ordinance that added anti-
discrimination protections for individuals whose gender expression and identity differ from their biological sex,
allowing them to use bathrooms and locker rooms in public facilities according to the gender they identify with,
instead of their sex indicated on their birth certificate.
Besides the obvious question of how and why a policy that actively discriminates against a group of people exists
today, this situation has prompted other questions about how American federalism works. That President Obama
would vehemently oppose a local policy, may seem odd, particularly to Britons, who do not regularly experience the
tug and pull of power that occurs in a federalist system of government with a national, state, and city level
governments that all work at the same time. Imagine the Mayor of Walthamstow’s actions being overruled by the
Mayor of London and then the Mayor being reprimanded by the Prime Minster. (I realize that isn’t even remotely
plausible given the diverging and sometimes completely ceremonial duties of some of those positions but, I couldn’t
help myself).
In the wake of this controversy, it makes sense to review the way federalism in the United States works and the
implications of it for public policy. Creating many levels of policy making, Russian Doll style, was a novel concept in
1776 when the US first attempted to separate from their tea loving rulers. At this point in time, the United States
consisted of thirteen colonies, each with its own history, population, economy, laws, and politics. The thirteen
colonies were more similar to the distinct countries in the European Union than to the counties of the United
Kingdom. Each state wanted to act as a sovereign nation with the ability to make treaties, receive ambassadors,
coin money, and regulate their commerce. But, like the nations in the EU, the states saw the power of coming
together for a common goal: to end British rule in America.
In an effort to reach their collective goal, leaders from each state agreed to the Articles of Confederation, the first
constitution of the United States, to create a weak national government with very limited powers. This national
Congress could wage war and negotiate peace but could not even raise taxes to pay for either. When the war ended
and the United States won independence, the states felt so detached from the national government that many did
not even want to obey the peace treaty signed with Great Britain. In desperation, George Washington wrote to
Secretary of Foreign Affairs, John Jay, “What a triumph for the advocates of despotism to find that we are incapable
of governing ourselves.” But, a few constitutional conventions, civil war, and decades later, the national government
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with state governments nested within remain the American system of government.
Thus, American federalism was born out of the grudging acceptance of individual nations to give up some a
sovereignty to reach a common goal. Despite initial (and continued) resistance to this unity, the ability of state and
local governments to respond to local needs through policy has been a great success in American democracy. This
system allows for local governments to become “laboratories of democracy,” as Louis Brandeis, Supreme Court
Justice, suggested, with policy ideas and power moving from the bottom up as opposed to the top down. In 1831,
Alexis de Tocqueville noted that, “In most European nations, the initial movements of power resided with the upper
echelons of society and passed gradually and always in a partial manner to the other sections of society. By
contrast, in America we can state that the organization of the township preceded that of the county, the county that of
the state, the state that of the Union.”
But this flexibility means that local constituencies can make policy even if other members of the state or the broader
country, on average, disagree with it. Such is the case with the story of North Carolina’s trouble with transgender
individuals using a bathroom that matches their chosen gender instead of their biological sex. Indeed, this story
acutely describes the tensions between local, state, and federal interests, and how federalism can work to move the
human rights of citizen’s one step forward but also push progress two steps back.
That the city of Charlotte was able to move forward with a bill that improved the human rights of the LGBTQ
community was impressive in and of itself. North Carolina was one of several states that were taken over by the Tea
Party in 2010, reflecting the growing hard-line conservatism in the state, particularly in the rural areas. However, the
urban centers like Charlotte, Durham, and Chapel Hill, remain staunchly liberal and because of the US system of
divulged power and federalism, liberal cities are still able to pass bills that perhaps the rest of the state would not
agree with. Such is the case with Charlotte’s progressive anti-discrimination bill.
However this coin has two sides and the state government can overrule city ordinances with a process called ‘pre-
emption’ where state policies replace and undo laws made at a lower level of government. Thus, the extreme
difference in opinion between the majority of the state and the liberal city of Charlotte gave the state legislature
justification for calling a special session to overturn Charlotte’s ordinance.
Then Obama weighed in. While he seem reluctant to push for national policy addressing this issue (which will likely
be defeated by an obstinate congress), he does have other levels to persuade states to act in accordance with his
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own policy position. As I spoke about in another post on this blog, the president’s Bully Pulpit can be an effective
means of pressing for change. But Obama can also threaten to redirect funds received by North Carolina from the
federal government if the state does not comply with human rights standards.
Thus, the multiple levels of American federalism remain – as ever – in contention as states continue to demand the
right to govern their citizens without the interference of the federal government and cities make similar arguments to
state legislatures. The national government has strengthened since 1776 but recent push back against federal
intervention into state affairs as well as constitutional restrictions on the federal government’s role in states’ affairs
restricts Congress and the president from retaining the level of command given to the central government here in
the UK.
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